
March 12, 2018 

Academy 

Jana before Academy 

There is an unveiling that cannot be denied. Set your mind on things above, once again come up high. I'll 

show you more about the way, with the truth the pathway laid. Wisdom will lead out, and in Unity none 

will go astray, but the windows of promise reveal A better highway. Check the roots check the fruit.  

Now at the gate there will be great breakthrough.  Hold fast to a recreation design check Isaiah 35. All 

else will come to you and will align. Expect healing expect.  Even more for much is granted for you to 

explore.  

 

Womb of the dawn – where our spirits are made 

 

Psalm 110, Heb 5, Genesis 14 

 

Paul: Dream this morning 

I was pastoring a church. Some people left the church. I had the thought ‘Is the church viable now? It is 

refusing to step up to the plate and to war.’ 

 

[Larry 3/12/2018] 

We are entering a watershed moment, a moment in My time that will be as a watershed for the 

unveiling of My plans in the earth. What I’m about to birth will on earth the corruption in the lands so 

that I can swoop down with My hand, My five fold is about to become effectual for I am birthing the five 

fold of the heavenly ministry. 

 

These are sons and daughters that will not be dictated by the political realm or the earthly realm but 

from the true government realm. 

 

I am birthing identities in my heart that cannot be controlled by the ungodly womb. My dominion is in 

My womb. I am about to change the tune in the sons and daughters of My kingdom. I’ve birthed you in 

victory. I’ve birthed you so that I could make all things new. 

 

[Now I’m sensing there is something in the realm that is being dismantled, destroyed. It feels like 

wickedness in a realm. Spiritual wickedness in high places? We are starting to birth ministries from 

above and no longer from beneath that are controlled by spiritual wickedness] 

 



Eph 6:12 

 

This is tied to astral travel. Wickedness is conceived here. Ungodly womb of the dawn. This is initial. 

Queen of heaven. 

Original illness and sickness and diseases. This is the seed of the serpent. 

 

Scrolls: 

Blueprints. But I also feel strongly there is a governmental function – merging of the prophetic and 

apostolic in the spirit. There is a dismantling of the root systems of the false governing through 

wickedness, through the fantasies of the people of God. Control, manipulation and governing. 

 

I’m sending forth fire from my heart to dismantle all roots. Judgment happens first in the house of the 

Lord. A bigger exposing is going to take place in order that righteousness can be planted in my church. 

There is a wave of exposing taking place in order that righteousness might displace the ungodly 

governing. 

 

There are blueprints going to be given to each one today. Blueprints given to each one today to remove 

the effects of the false governing of institutionalism in the heart of religion that has produced spiritual 

wickedness and prevented many from breakthrough, from healing. 

 

Wicked = illness. 

Tied to perception. (Ra = wicked) 

Ungodly belief system – where the seed is in the heart 

 
Grace is five angels together. 

 

Rainbow Angel: scroll 

Sonia. You need the washing of my word. It will be there for you when you come through the gate. Your 
feet will be cleansed. Then the changing of your feet will become light and peace being released.  Come 

My children, come run.  

 
Jeff: The Great I AM. The scroll is on fire. Taste and see that I am good. All the old things are passed 

away. All things are made new. I brought you through the cloud of the womb to hear the dark sayings, the 

secret things. Now I am bringing you out through a different door to a place of life.  I see the Lion of the 
Tribe of Judah is about to roar. The Seven Thunders. Time is short. Time is short.  An hour glass turned 

upside down.  

 



Sarah: The ancient covenant as yet unfulfilled. The seed that was sown before the foundation of the earth. 

The seed of promise. The ground lays fallow yet. It is time. 
 

Isaiah 45 

 

Gen 22:17  indeed I will greatly bless you, and I will greatly multiply your seed as the stars of the 
heavens and as the sand which is on the seashore; and your seed shall possess the gate of their 
enemies.  

 

Gen 24:60  They blessed Rebekah and said to her, "May you, our sister, Become thousands of 
ten thousands, And may your descendants possess The gate of those who hate them."  

 

Paul: If we deal with the doors the gates cannot be shut. There can be ungodly gates and doors and 
sometimes the Lord can destroy the ungodly doors and gates. 

 

Gate – False IAM.  

 

One door is open but what is behind it is bad. 

Another door is shut to keep the good from coming to us. 

 

Some of the righteous seed is mixed with the bad behind the open door. 

 

Pro 2:10  For wisdom will enter your heart And knowledge will be pleasant to your soul;  

 

Wisdom 03/12/2018 

 

Donna’s husband: The gates and the doors are connected to sound. Sound builds these structures and 

particularly words. Therefore you see clearly blessing and cursing. What a man brings forth from his 

heart is from the treasures. And life and death are in the power of the tongue. Did not the Lord create 

with words. And with the sound and vibration?  

 

Paul: A good door can have evil behind it. A door that was shut can be open. A door that was open can 

be shut.  

 

 

 

Jana (received while we were getting revelation about wickedness and seeds. 

Paul I saw you Discerning the soil as picking it up and running it through your fingers weird I know 

Start from the heart for the way out is from the way in. door to door path to path open the windows so 



the blessings will last. Remove the time Loops that get in the way. It's the judgments that hold the place 

in history both in this life and the one the ancestors made. call back the DNA lines, Cancel all Covenants 

except the one. The one made with Abraham the true seed for the true Sons. It's the groundwork that 

you enter in the frequencies will change found to ground till history is redeemed.  The land was the 

inheritance by this first seed. Take that territory from the heart and from the heart you first believed.  

1 Chronicles 16:10–19 

see also Gen 22:17-19, Acts 3:25 

Genesis 22:18 

"In your seed all the nations of the earth shall be blessed, because you have obeyed My voice." 

Word from student 

I AM said power so being released to the seeds. They will sprout and grow with my life flowing through 

them, watering them, fertilizing them. They will grow under the heat of my face. My glory shall be like 

the sun to them, growing them to full stature.   

 

Scrolls 

 

You need the washing of my word.  It will be there for you when you come through the gate.  Your feet 

will be cleansed.  The feet will become like light and peace.  Come run.   

 

Scroll 

The length and width are in one dimension but for Him it is passing through all dimensions and applying 

to all tongues, peoples, nations.   

 

Scroll 

On fire.  The great I Am.   

Taste and see that I am good.  Behold all things have passed away and all things are new. I have brought 

the  cloud of the womb to that you might hear the dark things and the secret things.  I will bring you out 

to a different door and to a place of light.  See the Lion of the tribe of Judah.  Time is short.  See a hour 

glass turn upside down.   

 

The ancient covenants as yet unfilled.  The seed that was sowed before the foundation of the earth.  The 

ground made fallow.  It is time.   

 

Wisdom 

The dates and the doors are connected to sound.  Sound builds these structures and particularly words.  

Therefor you see clearly blessings and cursing.  So what a man brings forth from his heart is from the 

treasure and life and death are in the power of the tongue.  Did not the lord create with words and with 

the sound and vibrations.   

 

James 3:17-18 

 

Prayer 



Lord Jesus I repent and renounce for myself and my family line for all false covenants that gave the 

enemy right to establish wickedness in the heavenly places.  I ask Lord that you will destroy the 

corruptible seed established by the fallen sons of God before creation and burn up all growth that came 

from that corruptible seed.  I ask I Am that you will burn up all growth and wickedness and all ungodly 

covenants.  Lord please burn up the soil, the roots and branches.  Lord please release any righteous seed 

that may have been captured by the enemy and held in this ungodly place.  Lord please remove all parts 

of me and generational parts from the ungodly length, widest, height and depth and from the center of 

all.  Lord please destroy the ungodly superstructure that holds together all this wickedness.  Lord please 

destroy and decimate all ungodly altars that feed this wickedness.  Lord please destroy all ungodly trees 

tied to my generation line and disconnect me from the tree of Knowledge of good and evil. Lord please 

break the power of words, sounds, and vibrations that has empowered this wickedness from before 

creation and time to the present.   

 

Lord please clean out all of my senses. 

 

I repent for allowing Godly seeds to be corrupted. Please clean up all the Godly seeds in my family line 

and life.   

 

Lord please release all the righteous treasures that have been held by the enemy, purify them and 

release them to me.   

 

Lord please totally clean out the seven eyes of the Lord and correctly connect them to the length, width, 

height and depth and the center of all things.  

 

I now ask that Lord that you will close this door and open the door to joy, hope, and love.   

 

Wisdom 

I am pleased that you have followed Me.  Wisdom wants to enter our hearts to show us the things that 

God has prepared for us (I Cor 2).   

 

There are blueprints. 

 

This is the carousal of my love (the seven pillars rotating). 

 

There is a refreshing coming.  Enter into my rest.   

 

I am gentle and peaceful. James 3.   

 

See folders being passed out to everyone. Printed on them plans and purposes (blueprints?)  in His 

presence is life.  He is walking among us and crying out for us to listen.   

 

You have revoked the license of the enemy to spin and drive the wheel.   

 

Proverbs 18:4 


